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THE SUBJECT MATTER 

 

In anticipation of A Meeting of Minds Wealth Management & Private Banking, this document sets out the 

subjects which will be tabled for discussion. 

 

A Meeting of Minds – the format:  

 

Each day runs breakfast through drinks and is made up of a blend of: 

 

 Keynote sessions geared to encouraging new thinking – typically from outside of the industry;  

 Roundtables - small facilitated groups addressing a carefully researched agenda. The whole day is 

Chatham House and therefore participants are able to speak openly and freely. 

 Plenty of networking opportunities including a formal seated luncheon. 

 Some “me time” - some optional sessions for you. We thought the art of sleeping might be a good start! 

 

How do the roundtables work?  

 On the day, the roundtables take place in a private room with, typically, some 15 people around the table. 

Tent cards with participants’ names and companies are set out to make it easy to identify your peer 

group. The sessions are introduced by an expert on the subject. This introduction will last usually about 

10 minutes before the conversation is opened up to the table, the goal being to ensure that everyone gets 

stuck in! The session facilitator will aim to bring the session to a conclusion, highlighting the key points 

raised. 

 

In summary, your time is precious and our goal is to ensure that if you spend it with us, you spend it in the 

company of your peers, you address the subjects which matter to you, and all in a time efficient manner.  
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YOUR CLIENTS   

1. Human and digital – the hybrid model.  A solution for those who cannot yet 

afford face to face investment advice?  

 Actually digital is just a hygiene factor! And the data disruptors are breaking into the advisory business 

via robo advice.  

 How do you stay ahead?  

 

2. Logging on and checking your money is the adult equivalent of shaking your 

piggy bank. how do you convince your clients to pay more attention? 

 Your clients are very busy and it is difficult to attract their attention. 

 They might log on and check the state of their portfolio - which is good - but can you deepen the 

connection whilst they are there?  

 If the markets are down how can you ensure they don’t go into panic mode?  

 This session will coach you on how to use the data to revolutionise the client journey.  Let’s talk 

customisation, optimisation and data visualisation.  

 What are they clicking on? What can you learn from their on line behaviours?  

 Sounds a bit big brother – but you need to know.  

 And a top tip from the last Meeting: when it comes to engaging on line “don't think demographic, think 

mindset. A mindset that demands an open dialogue; shared values; authenticity; and relatability. 

Mindset - not age.” 

 

Expert: Fadi Souki, Solutions Consultant, SS&C  

 

3. In a world of competing priorities how can you make sure you don’t leave it 

too late to  commit to enhancing and differentiating your customer 

experience? 

 With the myriad of changes being made to pensions and tax laws the needs of wealthy clients in the 

UK are getting more complex and advice is increasingly highly valued. At the same time clients are 

becoming more prudent about fees and are looking for superior service, not just linked to money 

management, but providing value added services and tailored benefits. The regulator is following suit 

with customer outcomes taking primary place in the context of thematic reviews.  



 

 

 In the context of this changing environment, this session will explore how you balance the priorities of 

maximising the opportunity, minimising the cost and mitigating the risk in order to make the right 

choices for both the present and future of your business, 

 Using recent research to support the discussion this session will consider the following questions: 

 

 How are market changes and regulations influencing fee models? 

 What are customers looking for today and what will they be demanding in the future? 

 What are the barriers in your business vs the opportunities available to you for improving trust 

and engagement with your customers and achieving your business objectives? 

 How might this drive your decisions on the steps to take to achieve your objectives and at what 

point should you take these steps? 

 How do you prioritise the multiple actions on the ‘technology to do list’?   

 

Expert:  Kevin Russell, Head of Proposition, SEI Wealth Platform 

 

4. So are you providing your clients with value for money? 

 Now that MIFID II is up and running are you thinking strategically about the value for money you are 

providing to your clients?  

 Are you getting kick back now that transparency is king?  

 Are you questioning your clients or are you quite confident that the service you provide is well worth 

the money?  

 

Expert: Harriet Steel, Global Head of Business Development, Hermes Investment Management  

 

TECHNOLOGY & DIGITAL 

5. The future of regtech, fintech and wealthtech:  how should wealth 

management firms be using this disruptive technology to their advantage? 

 The tipping point is here. High tech business intelligence tools with built-in machine learning algorithms 

and big data inputs were once reserved for the Fortune 500. Now, the FinTech fad has shifted from 

early stage adopter to mainstream money manager and former technophobes are starting to digitise 

their businesses from end to end.   

 Since the financial crisis, the cost of compliance has risen steeply. For many firms, compliance uses 20% 

of their operational budget. Innovations in RegTech, an offspring of FinTech, can automate certain 

components of the compliance process and have the potential to dramatically reduce the cost of doing 

business.  

 Since 2008, the increasing speed of regulatory change has kept wealth management firms in a state of 

paralysis. Companies are constantly playing catch up and readjusting procedures to meet new 

requirements. In the not so distant future, integrated RegTech solutions will connect directly with 

regulatory systems and automatically update formulae, allowing wealth management firms to refocus 

their resources on revenue generating activities. 

 Instead of producing lengthy paper reports for regulators, new RegTech solutions can generate and 

communicate required reports automatically. Instead of scouring hundreds of documents and 

spreadsheets on a quarterly basis, RegTech solutions will alert compliance managers to risks in real-

time so they can be eliminated immediately.  

 The possibilities are endless and the cumbersome and costly task of navigating the increasingly 

complex regulatory environment will continue to generate more innovations in this field.  

 While RegTech is still in its infancy, how should wealth management firms be using this disruptive 

technology to their advantage? 

 

Expert: Tim Fundell, Asset Management Leader, AutoRek 

 

6. Digitising wealth management. What is the commercial imperative of 

personalising your customer experience? 



 

 

Factset will present the findings from client research they are carrying out with Scorpio Partnership to 

understand the implication of ‘going digital’ for Wealth Management firms. This session will explore three 

areas: 

 

Customisation As client data is opened up, to what extent are HNWIs comfortable with different types 

of information being shared with their Wealth Managers (eg browser and purchase history, GPS and health 

data, etc)?  How will this data be provided to deliver a more personalised service purchase?  What trade-

offs will need to be sacrificed in the name of transparency? 

Optimisation If clients are sharing their information with you, what technology will they expect at their 

fingertips?  How can this information be used to get a deeper sense of their ethics and risk profile to 

ensure their portfolio be fully optimised?  Thinking about the commercial imperative, what are the must-

haves and nice-to-haves of a robo/digital platform?  – what’s the key to going digital? 

Data visualisation How can Wealth Managers create more compelling visuals/reports to help clients 

understand information that is being shared with them?  Is there an opportunity to tap into scenario 

planning to help paint a picture of their financial future?  How will this allow investors to learn and make 

more informed decisions, in a way more digestible and engaging way? 

 

Expert: Greg King, Director Wealth Management Strategy, Factset 

 

7. Efficiency, scalability and growth –  making your business ambitions come 

true.  

 Do the latest technology trends have what it takes to make an impact on your growth strategy? 

 Are you still encumbered by disparate systems and processes post MIFID and GDPR? What about 

future regulatory change? 

 Are you focused on your strategic goals or distracted by tactical ‘quick wins’? 

 The combined pressures of rapid – and accelerating - technological change along with regulatory 

pressures and increasing client expectations are leading to massive distraction risks.  

 There’s a danger in attempting to adopt and bolt on new systems as they come along and it can be 

easy to lose sight of why we do things. Does a particular tool or new process really help a business 

achieve its aims and those of its clients?  

 So, how do you want to grow as a business? Who are your clients and what do they want? What 

foundations do you need to put in place to make sure you achieve both these things? 

 This session will address the scalability issues through a case study learning – we’ll tackle efficiency, 

scalability and growth. 

  

Expert: Simon New, Group Executive Strategy, Iress  

 

8. If it ain’t broke, it can probably still be fixed. Innovation in wealth: Is it more 

important to embrace new technologies or improve existing processes?  

 How do you ensure innovation impacts both the client experience and your bottom line?  

 Fintechs are innovating and improving existing processes as well as inventing new ones, so what can 

we learn from other industry segments? 

 Is Fintech innovation improving classic asset allocation and stock selection processes? 

 How can wealth management leaders create a culture and empower every employee to be an 

innovator?  

 

Expert: Chris Fisher, CEO, Multrees 

 

REGULATION 

9. When we meet in June, MIFID II, the SMCR and GDPR will all be in place. 

Lawdy what shall we talk about? Maybe divergence will be the mot du jour. 

 Bound to be something to discuss – so consider this an update!  

 



 

 

Expert: Andy Peterkin, Partner and Ian DeFreitas, Partner, Farrer & Co 

 

BIG SOCIETY  

10. Doing the right thing and being seen doing the right thing? Is your firm virtue 

signalling?  

 

 As a member of the “C” suite, do you actually consider the way in which your firm is perceived in the 

wider world? Do you take an active role in society?  

 Do you and your team get involved doing good works in the community? Do you seek to save the 

planet?  

 Maybe it didn’t do those who participated in the Presidents’ Club any good …  but in this new more 

“judgy” world do you think maybe you should consider doing so?  

 Or does this come under the heading of reputation management?  

Expert: Tom Rudkin, Associate, Farrer & Co  

 

YOUR BUSINESS 

11. Is it going to be you… or the algorithm? 

 Artificial intelligence is making rapid inroads into financial services. We are already seeing algorithms 

taking over the more basic levels of financial advice and they will increasingly be moving up the food-

chain, from specific tasks, such as asset allocation, to fully-fledged turnkey solutions. How should 

client-facing firms adapt to the new model?  

 For those seeking to provide higher value services, the emphasis will increasingly be on developing 

effective personal relationships. Vanguard has done extensive research in the US and is currently 

running a large-scale survey in the UK looking at how automation is affecting the future of private 

wealth services.  

 Garrett Harbron has been involved in the studies on both sides of the Atlantic and shares a wealth of 

experience and insight into how private banking and discretionary wealth management are likely to 

evolve into the 2020s. 

 

Expert: Garrett Harbron, Investment Strategist, Vanguard  

 

12. M&A – identifying opportunities and valuing them 

The UK wealth market is growing and attractive to investors. Historically we have enjoyed 10% compound 

annual growth of wealth assets, and expect it to grow by 15% next year.  

Key drivers for this growth have been:  

 

Strong capital market performance 

Inflows to the UK from offshore locations 

Pensions freedoms  

The intergenerational wealth transfer 

 

However the costs and disruptive implications of regulation, technology and structural reform are 

enormous and smaller players are moving towards the exit door.  

This session will look at the key deal considerations and the sort of values firms are achieving.  

 

Expert: Farrers 

 

INVESTMENT THEMES 

13. The case for investing in commodities now 

Two of the major benefits an investment in commodities can offer is rising rates and inflation protection. 

Commodities have zero duration and therefore offer protection from rising interest rates as well as 



 

 

currently providing a substantial yield.  They are also often both the source of inflation and positively 

correlated to it. Given the current global reflationary environment and our belief that commodity prices 

are likely to return to their long term average ranges, now could be an ideal time to invest. 

 

Expert: Terence Brennan, Commodities Portfolio Manager, Lazard  

 

14. Sustainable investing: enough talking start investing 

 There is growing recognition that sustainability issues may have real and quantifiable financial 

implications. This marks a significant shift in the motivation to incorporate sustainable considerations 

into investment decisions. What began as a niche segment of investors divesting out of controversial 

businesses has moved to the mainstream.  

 Today, global investors – ranging from large institutional investors to individual asset owners – are 

adopting a variety of sustainable strategies to achieve their investment outcomes. Whether targeting 

specific social and environmental objectives or enhancing long-term financial value, we believe 

sustainable investing is increasingly seen as a sensible investment approach. Today, there are more 

opportunities for investors to align their financial goals and sustainability goals across their total 

portfolio. Aligning these opportunities across asset classes and investment styles can be challenging. 

 

Learning objectives:  

 

 Sustainable investing can be a rewarding investment approach. We believe it provides an additional 

lens for investors to improve investment outcomes – both financial and sustainable. 

 Pursuing sustainability may not mean sacrificing financial performance. We see growing consensus that 

sustainable investing can be compatible with achieving the desired financial outcomes.  

 All types of investors are able to take action. An increasingly wide range of sustainable investment 

solutions are available to meet diverse investor objectives. 

 

Expert: Amelia Tan, Director, a member of the BlackRock Impact team in EMEA, BlackRock iShares 

 

15. Are you making the most of passive investing? Not all indices are created 

equal. Why it matters to ensure your passive investments are tracking the 

right underlying index. 

For many investors, deciding on a passive solution such as an ETF can be a bit of an afterthought. 

Increasingly however, there is greater awareness of the importance of looking under the bonnet of the 

underlying index which an ETF tracks. Perhaps surprisingly, there can a sizeable difference in performance 

between seemingly similar indices. 

 

The reason for such disparate performance relates to a number of points: 

 

 Construction methodology 

 Concentration and investibility 

 Maintenance rules of the index 

 Index turnover and Liquidity 

 Whether the index is screened for 'factors' (smart beta).  

 

The session will look at: 

 

 The importance of analyzing the underlying index tracked by an ETF 

 Key examples of indices which deliver surprisingly divergent performance 

 Why it's important to consider both dividends and share buybacks when accessing high yield equity 

funds 

 Identifying attractive fixed income segments with intelligent index strategies which can provide 

enhanced investment yields. 



 

 

 

 A look at diversified commodities investing implemented via a more efficient futures rolling mechanism 

and weighting methodology. 

 

We will take you through a range of scenarios comparing a variety of investible indices available in ETFs 

and highlight how to make the most of passive investing. 

 

Expert: Andrew Walsh, Executive Director, Head UBS ETF Sales UK, UBS Asset Management 

 

SOMETHING FOR YOU 

16. Elite performance: a psycho-physical approach  

 Achieving elite performance consistently does not happen by chance. It involves becoming aware of 

the different elements that contribute to success and creating the habits to sustain it.  

 Elite athletes and performers in all fields know that they can only stay at the top by developing 

sophisticated mechanisms to manage their mind and their emotions, as well as their physiology. People 

who are able to achieve sustained levels of exceptional performance focus their attention on a life-long 

path towards mastery. 

 Smart-thinking organisations are increasingly working with the human dimension, and applying rigorous 

and scientific approaches to performance. Other organisations are waking up to this compelling reality.  

 A psycho-physical approach offers superior functional fitness: healthier, sharper leaders, genuinely fit-

for-purpose. Crucially, this key benefit is measurable scientifically.  In turn, the higher functional fitness 

results in:  

o improved impact and resilience  

o increased performance and engagement through effective energy management 

o sharper mental focus through improved concentration 

o better decision making as a result of improved cognitive functioning 

o sustained and sustainable high performance 

o increased overall sense of wellbeing 

 

Expert: Charo Garzon, Co-Founder, Paradox Partners 

 


